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Ectopic	expression	of	CC	chemokine	ligand	21	(CCL21)	in	the	thyroid	leads	to	development	of	lymphoid	struc-
tures	that	resemble	those	observed	in	Hashimoto	thyroiditis.	Deletion	of	the	inhibitor of differentiation 2	(Id2)	
gene,	essential	for	generation	of	CD3–CD4+	lymphoid	tissue–inducer	(LTi)	cells	and	development	of	secondary	
lymphoid	organs,	did	not	affect	formation	of	tertiary	lymphoid	structures.	Rather,	mature	CD3+CD4+	T	cells	
were	critical	for	the	development	of	tertiary	lymphoid	structures.	The	initial	stages	of	this	process	involved	
interaction	of	CD3+CD4+	T	cells	with	DCs,	the	appearance	of	peripheral-node	addressin–positive	(PNAd+)	
vessels,	and	production	of	chemokines	that	recruit	lymphocytes	and	DCs.	These	findings	indicate	that	the	
formation	of	tertiary	lymphoid	structures	does	not	require	Id2-dependent	conventional	LTis	but	depends	on	
a	program	initiated	by	mature	CD3+CD4+	T	cells.

Introduction
Secondary lymphoid structures, such as lymph nodes and Peyer 
patches, are formed during intrauterine life (1, 2). Lymphoid organ-
ogenesis depends on lymphoid tissue–inducer (LTi) cells with a 
characteristic CD3–CD4+CD45+ phenotype (reviewed in refs. 1, 2). 
LTi cells also express lymphotoxin α1 β2 (LTα1β2), IL-7 receptor α 
(IL-7Rα), CC chemokine receptor 7 (CCR7), and CXC chemokine 
receptor 5 (CXCR5) (1). The development of LTi cells depends on the 
function of nuclear retinoid orphan receptor γ (RORγ), inhibitor of 
differentiation 2 (Id2), and TNF-related activation-induced cytokine 
(TRANCE); genetic inactivation of these molecules severely affects 
organogenesis of secondary lymphoid organs (3–5).

LTi cells exert their activity through interaction with stromal 
organizer cells. Molecular mediators of these interactions include 
LTα1β2 expressed by LTi cells and lymphotoxin β receptor (LTβR) 
expressed on the surface of stromal cells (1, 6). LTβR-deficient mice 
lack all lymph nodes, Peyer patches, and colon-associated lymphoid 
tissues (7). Similarly, treatment of female mice during pregnancy with 
an LTβR-fusion protein prevents formation of the lymph nodes and 
Peyer patches in the progeny (8). Interestingly, however, the phenotype 
of mice deficient for LTβ is somewhat different than that of the LTβR 
knockout mice; in the absence of LTβ, mesenteric, sacral, and cervical 
lymph nodes are still formed (9–12). This discrepancy suggests that 
other LTβR ligands may be important during lymphoid organogen-
esis. LIGHT is one such ligand (13). LIGHT deficiency does not affect 
normal lymphoid development, but when combined with LTβ defi-
ciency, it impairs development of mesenteric lymph nodes (13).

The recruitment and retention of lymphocytes into lymphoid 
organ anlage requires the expression of adhesion molecules and che-
mokines (1, 6). Recruitment of lymphocytes into adult LN depends 
on the expression of homeostatic chemokines, such as CC che-
mokine ligand 21 (CCL21) (SLC), CCL19 (ELC), CXC chemokine 
ligand 13 (CXCL13) (BLC), and CXCL12 (SDF-1), on the surface of 
specialized vascular structures known as high endothelial venules 
(HEVs) (reviewed in ref. 14). In addition, the endothelial cells of 
HEVs express highly glycosylated and sulfated sialomucins, such as 
peripheral-node addressin (PNAd) (15), which interact with L-selec-
tin expressed on naive lymphocytes and are required for lymphocyte 
trafficking in lymphoid organs. The cellular and molecular mecha-
nisms responsible for HEV formation are not fully understood. The 
lymphotoxin (LT) ligand-receptor interaction appears to be impor-
tant for differentiation of endothelial cells into HEVs (16, 17). In 
the absence of LTα or LTβ, expression of PNAd in nasal-associated 
lymphoid tissue (NALT) HEVs is strongly suppressed (17). LTα1β2 
regulates HEV-restricted sulfotransferase (HEC-6ST), a key enzyme 
required to synthesize PNAd (18). Recent evidence supports a role 
for LTβR not only in the induction of HEV formation but also HEV 
homeostatic maintenance in lymphoid tissues (19).

Despite considerable progress in understanding secondary lymph 
node organogenesis, little is known about the mechanisms under-
lying the formation of tertiary lymphoid structures detected in 
chronic inflammatory diseases. Tertiary lymph node structure and 
cellular composition resemble that of secondary lymphoid organs, 
with segregated T and B cell zones and the presence of HEVs (20). 
Importantly, the lymph node–like organization correlates with 
the expression of homeostatic chemokines CCL21, CCL19, and 
CXCL13 (20, 21). In agreement with these observations, ectopic 
expression of CCL21, CCL19, and CXCL13 induces formation of 
the lymphoid structures in different organs (22–26). However, the 
precise mechanisms underlying these processes are unclear. In par-
ticular, it is unclear whether the formation of tertiary lymphoid 
structures requires conventional LTi cells. The intradermal injec-
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tion of newborn mesenteric lymph node–derived cells (containing 
stromal organizer cells and LTi cells but not mature lymphocytes) 
into an adult mouse induces the formation of lymphoid structures 
in the skin (27). This study convincingly demonstrates the ability of 
LTi to induce the formation of lymphoid structures but does not 
clarify whether LTi cells are required for the formation of tertiary 
lymphoid structures that occur in adult life.

Here we show that the formation of tertiary lymphoid structures 
in the thyroid is promoted by mature CD3+CD4+ T cells and not by 
canonical LTi cells. We also show that mature CD3+CD4+ T cells 
promote development of PNAd+ vessels in the thyroid via a CCR7- 
and LTβR-dependent mechanism.

Results
CCL21-induced formation of lymphoid structures in the thyroid does not depend 
on the activity of LTi cells. The importance of LTi cells for the formation 
of secondary lymphoid organs has been well documented (1). Id2-defi-
cient mice that lack LTi cells fail to develop lymph nodes and Peyer 
patches (4, 28). However, it has been unclear whether LTis are required 
for the development of tertiary lymphoid structures in adults. Recent-
ly, we have shown that transgenic expression of CCL21 in the thy-
roid induces formation of tertiary lymphoid tissue (24). We used this 
model to test whether chemokine-driven lymphocytic infiltration of 
the thyroid requires LTi cells. We crossed TGCCL21 mice to Id2-defi-
cient mice to obtain mice that lack LTi cells and express CCL21 in the 
thyroid (referred to as TGCCL21/Id2–/– mice). As expected, TGCCL21/
Id2–/– mice did not develop lymph nodes or Peyer patches (Figure 1).  
However, the thyroids of TGCCL21/Id2–/– mice had lymphoid 
aggregates indistinguishable from those found in TGCCL21/Id2+/–  
mice (Figure 1). Within these aggregates, we observed segregation of 
T and B cells, CD11c+ DCs, PNAd+ HEVs, clusters of CD35+ follicular 

DCs within B cell areas, and organization of an ER-TR7+ reticulum 
meshwork (Figure 1). Expression of the adhesion molecules ICAM 
and VCAM was also evident within these infiltrates (Figure 1). In sum-
mary, our findings strongly suggest that formation of tertiary lym-
phoid structures induced by expression of CCL21 in the thyroid does 
not depend on Id2-dependent conventional LTi cells.

Kinetics of lymphocyte entry into the thyroid. We have previously shown 
that adoptively transferred splenocytes infiltrate the thyroids of trans-
genic RAG mice expressing CCL21 (RAGTGCCL21 mice) but not the 
thyroids of RAG mice (24). To examine the mechanisms underlying 
the recruitment of splenocytes into the CCL21-expressing thyroids, 
we performed an additional series of adoptive transfers using cells iso-
lated from GFP-transgenic mice (29). We examined the kinetics of cell 
accumulation in the thyroid 1, 3, and 5 days after cell transfer. To this 
end, we examined more than 80 sections derived from 4 mice at each 
time point. Very few GFP+ cells were found within the thyroid on day 1 
(1 cell/section in 20% of all sections examined) or day 3 (1–3 cells/sec-
tion in 40% of the sections examined), but their number significantly 
increased on day 5 (>100 cells/section) (Figure 2A). In agreement with 
our previous data, immediate entry of the cells into the thyroid was 
not dependent on the expression of vascular addressins (24). Impor-
tantly, in all cases examined, large numbers of GFP+ cells were found 
within lymph nodes even at day 1 (Figure 2A). These results suggest 
that most splenocytes first traffic into lymph nodes and that only a 
small number of them enter the thyroid despite high levels of expres-
sion of the chemokine CCL21 (not shown). The dramatic increase in 
the number of splenocytes in the thyroid between days 3 and 5 is thus 
likely due to cellular influx and proliferation.

To start examining the mechanisms responsible for entry/reten-
tion of lymphocytes into the thyroid, we focused on the role of 
CCR7. We have previously demonstrated a requirement for the 

Figure 1
CCL21-induced formation of lym-
phoid structures in the thyroid does 
not depend on the activity of LTi 
cells. TGCC6/21 mice were crossed 
with Id2-deficient mice to obtain 
mice with thyroid-specific expres-
sion of chemokine and no LTi cells 
(referred to as TGCCL21/Id2–/– 
mice). Lymph nodes were present 
in TGCCL21/Id2+/– (arrowheads) 
and absent in TGCCL21/Id2–/– mice 
(n = 4). All TGCL21/Id2–/– mice ana-
lyzed had lymphocytic infiltrates in 
the thyroid that were morphological-
ly indistinguishable from the ones 
observed in TGCCL21/Id2+/– mice. 
Note segregation of B (B220+) 
and T (CD3+) cells, the presence 
of PNAd+ HEVs, upregulation of 
ICAM and VCAM expression, accu-
mulation of CD11c+ DCs, clusters 
of CD35+ follicular DCs, and the 
presence of an ER-TR7+ reticulum 
meshwork in both strains. Scale 
bars: 0.25 mm.
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chemokine receptor CCR7 in this process (24) but did not define 
whether CCR7 mediates this effect at the level of lymphocytes or 
other cells. To this end, we injected CCR7+/+ and CCR7–/– GFP+ sple-
nocytes into RAGTGCCL21 mice and examined their lymph nodes 
and thyroids 10 days later. As expected, mice injected with CCR7+/+ 
cells had thyroid infiltrates. Mice injected with CCR7–/– cells had 
no thyroid infiltrates but had abnormally distributed GFP+ cells 
in lymph nodes, as previously described (30) (Figure 2B). These 
results suggest that expression of CCR7 in lymphocytes is required 
for the trafficking or retention of lymphocytes into the thyroid.

The first cells that infiltrate the thyroid are CD3+ T cells. To investigate 
the phenotype of the GFP+ cells that first infiltrate the thyroid, 
we analyzed thyroid sections stained with conventional antibodies 
against leukocyte surface molecules. All GFP+ cells present in thy-
roids on day 1 (0–1 GFP+ cell/section in n = 4 mice) and day 3 (1–3 
GFP+ cells/section in n = 4 mice) were CD3+ (Figure 2C). CD3+ cells 
were the most prevalent cells in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice at 
all time points analyzed (Figure 2C). In agreement with our previ-
ous findings (24), the vast majority of infiltrating cells were CD4+ 
(not shown). GFP+ B cells were not observed in thyroids on day 3 
after transfer, but few were observed by day 5 (Figure 2C).

Next we purified CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and B220+ cells from 
spleens of GFP-transgenic mice and transferred them separately 
into RAGTGCCL21 mice. CD4+ T cells used in this and other experi-
ments described here were CD3+CD4+ (Supplemental Figure 1; sup-
plemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/
JCI28993DS1). GFP+CD4+ T cells accumulated in RAGTGCCL21 
thyroids with kinetics similar to those described for transfer of 

total splenocytes (Figure 3A), but sorted CD8+ T and B cells did 
not accumulate in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice (Figure 3A).  
Both B220+ and CD8+GFP+ cells were, however, readily detected 
in the lymph nodes and spleens of recipient mice (Figure 3A). The 
finding that transferred B cells alone did not accumulate in thy-
roids of RAGTGCCL21 mice raised the possibility that B cell entry 
and/or survival in the tissue depended on factors induced by the 
entry of CD4+ T cells into the thyroid. To determine whether T cells 
facilitated entry of B cells into thyroids, we injected RAGTGCCL21 
mice with GFP+CD3+CD4+ T cells and then 10 days later injected 
B cells purified from wild-type mice. Under these experimental 
conditions, large numbers of B cells infiltrated thyroids of RAGT-
GCCL21 mice 1 day after injection (Figure 3B). Taken together, the 
findings indicate that entry, retention, or survival of B cells in the 
thyroid is facilitated by previous infiltration of T cells.

Incoming T cells cluster with host-derived DCs. Next we determined 
whether the presence of GFP+CD3+CD4+ T cells in the thyroid would 
be associated with influx or redistribution of host-derived cells. The 
distribution of macrophages in thyroids of both RAG and RAGT-
GCCL21 mice was not changed by the presence of GFP+ T cells (not 
shown), but the distribution of DCs was significantly altered. Prior 
to injection, there were few homogeneously distributed host DCs in 
either RAG or RAGTGCCL21 thyroids (Supplemental Figure 2). In 
contrast, clusters of host DCs were observed around GFP+CD3+CD4+ 
T cells (Figure 4A). DC clustering correlated directly with the pres-
ence of GFP+ cells, and it was not observed in the absence of infil-
trating cells. Clusters were observed as early as day 1 and were larger 
and more numerous by day 10 (Figure 4A). Most of the CD11c+ DCs 

Figure 2
Kinetics of CCL21-driven entry of sple-
nocytes (spl.) into the thyroid. GFP+ 
splenocytes (107) were injected into 
RAGTGCCL21 mice. At the indicated 
time points, thyroids and lymph nodes 
were analyzed for the presence of GFP+ 
cells. (A) Few GFP+ cells were found on 
days 1 and 3 (insets), but their number 
increased on day 5. Results shown are 
representative of 80 thyroid sections 
obtained from 4 mice at each time point. 
Magnification, ×40 (insets). (B) Spleno-
cytes (107) from GFP-transgenic mice 
deficient for CCR7 (GFP+/CCR7–/–) were 
injected into RAGTGCCL21 mice. Ten 
days later, thyroids and lymph nodes of 
the recipient mice were extensively ana-
lyzed (more than 20 sections/thyroid) for 
the presence of GFP+ cells. Shown are 
representative sections (n = 3 mice). (C) 
All GFP+ cells present on days 1 and 3 in 
thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice stained 
with anti-CD3 antibody (n = 4 mice in 
each group). Most GFP+ cells on day 5 
are CD3+; however, at this time point, 
few CD19+ B cells could also be detected 
(n = 4 mice). Scale bars: 0.05 mm.
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were also CD11b+ (data not shown). No DC/T cell clusters were ever 
observed in RAG thyroids after transfer of splenocytes (n > 10).

We also tested to determine whether adhesion molecules were 
expressed within the DC/T cell clusters. Overexpression of CCL21 
in RAGTGCCL21 thyroids did not induce expression of ICAM and 
VCAM (not shown). However, intense ICAM and VCAM staining was 
observed in the vicinity of the infiltrating cells (Figure 4B). The expres-
sion of these adhesion molecules was restricted to the host cells (not 
GFP+) (Figure 4B). Double staining revealed that host CD11c+ DCs 
expressed both ICAM and VCAM (Figure 4B). In addition, the expres-
sion of these adhesion molecules was also evident on CD11c– host 
cells (Figure 4B). Upregulation of ICAM and VCAM expression in the 
areas of infiltration was also observed when Id2-deficient splenocytes 
were transferred into RAGTGCCL21 mice (Supplemental Figure 3). 
Expression of adhesion molecules in the absence of conventional LTi 
cells further argues in favor of the concept that mature T cells are suf-
ficient to promote formation of lymphoid tissue in the thyroid.

To determine whether the increased number of DCs was due to 
their proliferation in situ, we transferred C57BL/6 splenocytes into 
RAGTGCCL21 mice for 5 days and stained thyroid sections using 
antibodies against Ki67, a cell proliferation marker. Many Ki67-posi-
tive cells were observed in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice that had 
received splenocytes via adoptive transfer (Supplemental Figure 4). 
However, the vast majority of these cells were CD3+ cells and not DCs 

(Supplemental Figure 4), suggesting that influx and not prolifera-
tion accounted for the increased number of DCs in the thyroids after 
adoptive transfer of lymphocytes. To determine whether CD3+CD4+ 
T cells promoted influx of DCs in the thyroid, we monitored the 
accumulation of GFP-labeled DCs in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 
mice. We injected RAGTGCCL21 mice with CD3+CD4+ T cells and 
then 5 days later injected 106 CD11c+ cells sorted from the bone 
marrow of GFP+/Flt3 ligand–transgenic mice (31). Five days later, 
thyroids were analyzed for the presence of GFP+ DCs. As a control, 
GFP+ DCs were injected alone into RAG and RAGTGCCL21 mice. 
Comparable numbers of GFP+ cells were present in the lymph nodes 
of all analyzed animals (Figure 4C). Very few GFP+ DCs were present 
in the thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice injected with GFP+ DCs alone  
(0–1 cell/section, 50 sections from each of 2 mice) (Figure 4C). How-
ever, GFP+ DCs readily accumulated in the thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 
mice previously injected with CD3+CD4+ T cells (8–10 cells/section, 
40 sections from each of 2 mice) (Figure 4C). These findings indicate 
that CD3+CD4+ T cells facilitate entry of DCs in the thyroid.

To further understand the molecular mechanisms by which T cells 
attract other cell types into the thyroid, we compared the gene expres-
sion pattern of all known chemokines in thyroids of RAG and RAGT-
GCCL21 mice before and after transfer of CD3+CD4+ T cells (Figure 5).  
The injection of CD3+CD4+ T cells did not affect the expression pro-
file of the chemokines in thyroids of RAG mice (Figure 5). With the 

Figure 3
CD3+CD4+ T cells promote entry of B cells in 
the thyroid. (A) CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and 
B220+ B cells were sorted from the spleen 
of GFP-transgenic mice and injected sepa-
rately into RAGTGCCL21 mice for 5 days. 
While CD3+CD4+GFP+ cells infiltrated the 
recipient thyroids in significant numbers, very 
few B220+ or CD3+CD8+ T cells were found 
(n = 4). In all cases, GFP+ cells were readily 
detected in lymph nodes. (B) GFP+CD3+CD4+ 
T cells (1 × 106) were injected i.v. into RAGT-
GCCL21 mice. At day 10, mice were injected 
again with B220+ cells purified from C57Bl/6 
mice. As a control, RAGTGCCL21 mice were 
injected with B220+ cells alone. Mice were 
sacrificed 24 hours later, and thyroids were 
examined for the presence of B cells. Shown 
are representative sections (n = 3 mice). 
Scale bars: 0.25 mm.
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exception of CCL5, which was modestly upregulated (2-fold over 
RAG levels), the expression of chemokines was not upregulated in 
thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice (Figure 5), indicating that overex-
pression of CCL21 in the thyroid did not promote expression of 
other chemokines. However, the presence of infiltrating CD3+CD4+ 
T cells in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice induced the expression of 
several inflammatory chemokines in the tissue (Figure 5). CXCL9, 
CXCL10, and CXCL11, chemoattractants for T cells, DCs, and acti-
vated B cells (32, 33), were the most upregulated chemokines. We also 
observed an increased expression of CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11 
mRNA in the cervical lymph nodes of transgenic mice after cell trans-
fer (Supplemental Figure 5); however, the differences were much less 
pronounced than the differences observed in thyroids. The expres-

sion of CCL2, CCL5, CCL8, and CXCL16 was also increased in the 
thyroid, but not in lymph nodes (Supplemental Figure 5). CXCL12 
and CXCL13, typical B cell chemoattractants (14, 34), were not sig-
nificantly elevated by the presence of infiltrating CD3+CD4+ T cells 
10 days after transfer. These results suggest that the interaction of 
incoming T cells with parenchymal cells stimulates the production 
of chemokines and adhesion molecules that promote the formation 
of a microenvironment suitable for further recruitment and reten-
tion of leukocyte subsets into the thyroid.

DC influx and clustering are affected by CCR7 deficiency. An important 
role for CCR7 in the migration of DCs into lymph nodes is well 
documented (30, 35). Therefore, we asked whether DC migration 
and clustering in the thyroid required CCR7 expression. We per-

Figure 4
CD3+CD4+ T cell infiltration induces clus-
tering of DCs and expression of adhesion 
molecules in the thyroid. GFP+CD3+CD4+ 
T cells (106) were injected i.v. into RAGT-
GCCL21 mice. (A) Thyroids from mice 
sacrificed on days 3 and 10 were stained 
with anti-CD11c antibody for visualization 
of DCs. Inset shows higher magnification 
(×40) of the DC/T cell cluster present on 
day 3 after T cell transfer. (B) Double stain-
ing for CD11c (red) with ICAM (blue) or 
VCAM (blue) on day 10 revealed that adhe-
sion molecules were expressed by DCs 
(magenta). Notice expression of VCAM on 
vessel cells as well as on host CD11c– cells. 
Shown are representative sections (n = 3 
mice at each time point). (C) CD3+CD4+ T 
cells (1 × 106) were injected i.v. into RAGT-
GCCL21 mice. At day 5, mice were injected 
again with 1 × 106 CD11c+ cells sorted from 
the bone marrow of mice double transgenic 
for Flt3 ligand and GFP. As a control, GFP+ 
DCs alone were injected into RAG and 
RAGTGCCL21 mice. After 5 days, thyroids 
of recipient mice (n = 2 in each group) were 
analyzed for the presence of GFP+ cells. 
Representative sections are presented. 
Scale bars: 0.05 mm.
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formed a series of crosses to obtain RAG mice that express CCL21 
in the thyroid and lack CCR7 (RAGTGCCL21/CCR7–/– mice). CCR7 
deficiency did not affect the number and distribution of DCs in 
thyroids prior to injection of lymphocytes (Supplemental Figure 2).  
CCR7-competent GFP+ splenocytes transferred into CCR7-deficient 
RAGTGCCL21 hosts successfully infiltrated thyroids (Figure 6). 
Interestingly, CCR7 deficiency on host cells affected clustering of 
DCs. DC clusters induced by the transfer of GFP+ cells into RAGT-
GCCL21/CCR7–/– recipient mice were clearly reduced in number and 
in size compared with those of RAGTGCCL21/CCR7+/+ recipients 
(Figure 6). Coincidently, the expression of CXCL9 and CXCL16, the 
chemokines that showed upregulation upon influx of T cells in the 
RAGTGCCL21 mice (Figure 5 and Figure 6B), was impaired in the 
CCR7-deficient recipients (Figure 6B). These findings suggest that 
expression of CCR7 on host cells is important for the migration or 
clustering of DCs in the thyroid upon influx of lymphocytes.

Purified CD4+ T cells induce formation of PNAd+ vessels in the thyroid. 
PNAd+ vessels are important for lymphocyte trafficking into lymph 
nodes (15). PNAd+ HEVs are found in secondary lymphoid organs 
and in nonlymphoid tissues during chronic inflammatory condi-
tions or autoimmune diseases. However, the requirements for forma-
tion of PNAd+ HEVs in nonlymphoid tissues are unknown. To iden-
tify the cell type responsible for the induction of PNAd expression, 
we looked for PNAd+ vessels following transfer of defined cell subsets 
into RAGTGCCL21 mice. PNAd+ vessels were first observed in thy-
roid samples 5 days after transfer of purified CD3+CD4+ T cells. By 
day 10, we detected PNAd+ vessels in thyroids of all RAGTGCCL21 
mice examined (n > 50 mice) (Figure 7A). No PNAd+ vessels were pres-
ent in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice injected with B220+ cells or in 
thyroids of RAG mice injected with CD4+ T cells (not shown).

Interestingly, PNAd+ vessels were always found in close proximity to 
the DC clusters (Figure 7A). To determine whether the interaction of 
DCs/T cells was required for the development of PNAd+ vessels in the 
thyroid, we examined thyroids of RAGTGCCL21/CCR7–/– mice after 
transfer of CD4+ T cells, as we have previously demonstrated a deficit 
in DC/T cell clustering in these animals (Figure 6). Under these condi-
tions, no PNAd+ structures were detected, even 1 month after transfer 
(Figure 7B). Therefore, we conclude that the DC/T cell interaction is a 
critical factor for the formation of PNAd+ vessels in the thyroid.

LTβR signaling regulates formation of PNAd structures in the thyroid. 
Development of PNAd+ HEVs in secondary lymphoid organs is 
dependent on LT/LTβR signaling (16–19). To determine wheth-
er LTβR plays a role in the formation of PNAd in the thyroid, we 

used a LTβR-IgG fusion protein that binds LTβR ligands (36, 37). 
RAGTGCCL21 mice were treated with the LTβR fusion protein or 
human IgG (LTβR-IgG) on days 1, 3, 5, and 7 after injection of puri-
fied GFP+CD4+ cells. LTβR-IgG treatment was not sufficient to dis-
rupt already existing PNAd+ HEVs in the lymph nodes (Figure 8A), 
affect lymphocyte entry in thyroids, or host DC clustering (Figure 8A  
and not shown) or ICAM and VCAM expression (Figure 8B). All mice 
from the control IgG-injected group developed PNAd+ vessels in thy-
roids, but strikingly, none of the mice injected with the LTβR-IgG  
fusion protein had PNAd+ vessels (>100 sections per thyroid, n = 8  
mice) (Figure 8A). These findings suggest an important role for LTβR 
in the formation of PNAd+ vessels in nonlymphoid tissue.

Interestingly, PNAd+ vessels can be detected in thyroids of LTα-defi-
cient TGCCL21 mice (ref. 24 and Figure 8C). To examine the contri-
bution of LTα in the formation of HEVs in the thyroid, we examined 
the expression of HEC-6ST (38, 39). PNAd+ vessels present in the 
TGCCL21 mice had high endothelium and expressed HEC-6ST, sug-
gesting that these vessels were bona fide mature HEVs. In contrast, the 
endothelium of PNAd+ vessels present in TGCCL21/LTα–/– mice was 
flat and negative for HEC-6ST, resembling the residual flat venules 
that retain abluminal PNAd expression present in the mesenteric 
lymph nodes of LTβ–/– mice, described by Drayton and colleagues (18) 
(Figure 8). Therefore, we conclude that, while abluminal expression of 
PNAd can be triggered in thyroids of TGCCL21 mice in the absence 
of LT, full maturation of these venules to HEVs during formation of 
tertiary lymphoid organs depends on LTα activity.

Discussion
The formation of lymphoid structures in nonlymphoid tissues is a 
hallmark of autoimmune inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid 
arthritis and Hashimoto thyroiditis. Transgenic expression of the che-
mokine CCL21, which is expressed in the thyroids of patients with 
autoimmune thyroiditis (40), leads to the formation of lymphoid 
structures in the thyroid (24), indicating a critical role for this mol-
ecule in the formation of tertiary lymphoid aggregates. Lymphoid 
structures observed in thyroids of TGCCL21 mice are indistinguish-
able from tertiary lymphoid tissue, as they contain segregated T and B 
lymphocytes, large numbers of DCs, organized follicular dendritic cell 
clusters, and specialized vascular structures. Our results indicate that 
formation of these lymphoid structures does not depend on conven-
tional LTi cells as they develop in mice that lack Id2, a transcription 
regulator that is critical for differentiation of conventional LTi cells 
(4, 28). This finding raised the possibility that a cell different from 

Figure 5
CD3+CD4+ T cell infiltration induces expression of 
chemokines. Total RNA was isolated from thyroids 
of RAG, RAGTGCCL21, and RAGTGCCL21 mice 
injected with 106 CD3+CD4+ T cells for 10 days. The 
relative levels of mRNA of all known chemokines 
were determined by quantitative PCR performed 
in duplicate. Values shown are the mean ± SEM  
of n = 3 animals for each genotype. *P < 0.05;  
**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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conventional LTis initiated formation of tertiary lymphoid structures. 
The present study addresses the nature of this cell and the mecha-
nisms involved in the formation of tertiary lymphoid structures. We 
show that chemokine-driven formation of lymphoid structures in the 
thyroid starts with the entry of mature CD3+CD4+ T cells followed by 
clustering of these cells with host DCs, expression of chemokines and 
adhesion molecules, and subsequent formation of PNAd+ vessels.

A population of CD3–CD4+OX40L+CD30+ cells present in the adult 
spleen was recently described (41). Due to the phenotypical simi-
larities with conventional neonatal LTi cells, these cells were named 
adult inducer cells (41), but to date there is no formal proof that these 
cells promote lymphoid organogenesis. We cannot fully rule out the 
possibility that such cells contribute to the formation of lymphoid 
aggregates described here, but they have been excluded in our highly 
purified preps, and we have been unable to document their presence 
in the thyroid prior to influx of CD3+CD4+ T cells. Furthermore, we 
have not detected differences in the expression of adhesion molecules 
or distribution of DCs prior to T cell transfer, which suggests that 
thyroids of noninjected RAGTGCCL21 mice are not primed for the 
formation of lymphoid structures. These results together with those 
obtained with the TGCCL21/Id2-deficient mice strongly suggest that 
the inducer cell in our model is a mature CD3+CD4+ T cell.

Entry of CD3+CD4+ T cells into the thyroid is determined by 
CCR7 expression. CCR7–/– cells do not enter thyroids of RAGTGC-
CL21 mice. Whether CCR7 expression is required for retention of 

T cells in the thyroid is unknown at this point. The current model 
for T cell trafficking into nonlymphoid tissue is that effector T cells 
enter the tissue as a function of the local production of inflamma-
tory chemokines and that CCR7 expression is critical for reentry 
of T cells into lymphatics (42, 43). Our results indicate that CCR7-
competent cells can reach the thyroid once CCL21 is ectopically 
expressed there, expanding the range of cells that can reach non-
lymphoid tissue. Whether T cells are retained in the thyroid due to 
continued expression of CCR7 or to desensitization of CCR7 due 
to high tissue levels of CCL21 is unclear at this moment.

Entry of CD3+CD4+ T cells into thyroid induces clustering of DCs. 
The formation of the clusters is associated with increased expres-
sion of ICAM and VCAM in DCs and endothelial and stromal cells, 
expression of chemokines, and differentiation of endothelial cells. 
DC clusters form soon after T cells infiltrate the thyroid and are 
likely the consequence of DC influx rather than DC proliferation in 
situ. Several lines of evidence support an important role for CCR7 
in DC trafficking. Migration of DCs into lymph nodes is severely 
impaired in the absence of CCR7 (30, 42, 43), and reduced lymphoid 
expression of CCR7 ligands CCL21 and CCL19 leads to reduced 
DC homing into lymph nodes (44). Our results, however, do not 
support a direct role for CCL21 in recruitment of DCs into the thy-
roid because thyroids of both RAG and RAGTGCCL21 mice have 
similar numbers of DCs prior to the injection of lymphocytes. Our 
results, however, support an indirect role for CCR7 signaling in the 

Figure 6
CCR7 is required for the formation of 
infiltrates. GFP+ splenocytes (107) were 
transferred into RAGTGCCL21 mice defi-
cient for CCR7 (RAGTGCCL21/CCR7–/–). 
(A) Although CCR7 deficiency of the host 
did not prevent entry of lymphocytes into 
thyroids, the CD11c+ DC (yellow) clusters 
observed were small and less frequent. (B) 
Expression of CXCL9 and CXCL16, che-
mokines highly upregulated upon entry of 
T cells in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice, 
was also impaired in the CCR7-deficient 
host. Shown are representative sections 
(n = 4 mice). Scale bars: 0.25 mm.
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influx and clustering of DCs because CCR7 deficiency affects the 
number and size of DC/T cell clusters in RAGTGCCL21/CCR7–/–  
recipients. Thus, our results suggest that CCL21 may activate 
incoming T cells to induce influx and clustering of DCs.

While CCR7 has an important role in migration of CD4+ T cells 
and DCs, its expression is clearly not sufficient for recruitment 
of B cells and CD8+ T cells. These cells also express CCR7 (45, 46) 
and thus would be expected to traffic into the thyroid as efficiently 
as CD3+CD4+ T cells, but they do not accumulate in the thyroid 
in the absence of CD3+CD4+ T cells. The lack of accumulation of 
these cell types could be due to the lack of additional signals or the 
lack of a favorable endothelial environment.

The influx of CD3+CD4+ T cells promoted marked changes in 
the expression of chemokines and adhesion molecules that are 
critical for further migration/retention of DCs, B cells, and T cells 
(33, 47, 48). For instance, marked changes were observed in the 
expression of the chemokine ligands CXCL9, CXCL10, CXCL11, 
CCL2, and CXCL16. CXCL9, CXCL10, and CXCL11 are ligands 
for CXCR3, which is expressed by T cells, DCs, and activated B 
cells (32, 33). CCL2, acting through its receptor CCR2, mobilizes 
DCs and T cells (47, 48). CXCL16 is expressed by myeloid DCs, and 
its receptor, CXCR6, is present in naive CD8+ T cells, NK T cells, 
and memory T cells (49, 50). Interestingly, production of CXCL9, 

CXCL10, CXCL11, and CCL2 by immune and follicular thyroid 
cells has been documented in the thyroids of patients with Hashi-
moto and Graves disease (51–54), highlighting an important role 
for these molecules in the pathogenesis of these conditions.

In addition, the development of specialized vascular structures may 
favor efficient cell trafficking into the thyroid. Here we demonstrate 

Figure 7
CD3+CD4+ T cells induce formation of PNAd+ vessels in thyroids of 
RAGTGCCL21 mice. (A) GFP+CD3+CD4+ T cells (1 × 106) were inject-
ed i.v. into RAGTGCCL21 mice. Mice were sacrificed 10 days later, 
and thyroids were analyzed for the presence of GFP+ cells and PNAd+ 
vessels. PNAd+ vessels were not present in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 
mice prior to injection (inset) but were readily visualized (red) in thy-
roids of all mice injected with GFP+CD3+CD4+ T cells (n > 50 mice). In 
all cases, formation of PNAd+ structures was accompanied by the clus-
tering of CD11c+ DCs (blue). (B) RAGTGCCL21/CCR7–/– mice were 
injected with 1 × 107 GFP+ splenocytes. One month after transfer, mice 
were sacrificed and thyroids analyzed for the presence of PNAd+ ves-
sels. No PNAd+ vessels were observed in sections from CCR7-defi-
cient recipients (>240 sections obtained from 8 mice). PNAd+ HEVs 
were readily detected in lymph nodes. Representative sections are 
presented. Scale bars: 0.05 mm.

Figure 8
LTβR signaling regulates formation of PNAd+ structures in the thyroid. 
GFP+CD4+ T cells (106) were injected i.v. into RAGTGCCL21 mice. At 
days 1, 3, 5, and 7, mice were injected i.v. with 100 μg (400 μg total) 
of LTβR-IgG fusion protein. The control group was treated with mouse 
IgG. At day 10, mice were sacrificed and thyroids and lymph nodes 
analyzed for the presence of PNAd+ vessels. (A) PNAd+ vessels were 
readily detected in thyroids of all control mice (n = 6). In contrast, no 
PNAd+ cells were detected in thyroid sections (>800 sections from n = 8  
mice) of animals treated with LTβR-IgG fusion protein. Inset shows 
a higher magnification (×40) of a PNAd+ vessel surrounded by GFP+ 
cells. (B) Expression of ICAM and VCAM was not affected by LTβR-
IgG treatment. (C) PNAd+ vessels present in thyroids of TGCCL21 and 
TGCCL21/LTα–/– mice were analyzed for the expression of HEC-6ST, a 
marker of mature HEVs. PNAd+ vessels in thyroids of TGCCL21/LTα–/–  
mice had flat endothelia and did not express HEC-6ST, suggesting 
that they were not fully developed HEVs. Scale bars: 0.05 mm.
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for what we believe is the first time that mature CD3+CD4+ T cells can 
induce formation of PNAd+ vessels in nonlymphoid tissue. Induc-
tion of PNAd occurred as early as day 5 after T cell transfer; by day 
10, PNAd+ vessels were present in the thyroids of all mice examined. 
PNAd+ vessels were always found in close proximity to the DC/T cell 
clusters. Interestingly, similar DC/T cell clusters have been observed 
in the synovial membranes of rheumatoid arthritis patients (55) and 
in colonic tissue of patients with Crohn disease (56). Thus, the differ-
entiation of endothelial cells into PNAd+ cells may be regulated by the 
interaction of T cells, DCs, and endothelial cells. DC/T cell clustering 
appears to be critical for these events because reduced clustering of 
DCs and T cells coincides with the impaired formation of PNAd+ ves-
sels. DC-derived signals affect the survival and homeostatic prolifera-
tion of T cells (57). These signals include soluble mediators as well as 
cell-surface molecules typically involved in T cell activation, such as 
MHC class II, CD80, CD86, and ICAM (57). We hypothesize that the 
reduced expression of PNAd associated with inefficient clustering of 
DCs and T cells may be due to the impaired differentiation or activa-
tion of T cells. Our results also highlight a role for CCR7 expressed 
by host cells in the formation of clusters and in the development of 
PNAd+ vessels in the thyroid. However, our data do not limit the role 
of CCR7 to DCs and T cells, as CCR7 could regulate influx of other 
cell type(s) that may be involved in the induction of PNAd expres-
sion. As CCR7 deficiency does not prevent formation of PNAd+ HEVs 
in the lymph nodes or in the lungs (not shown), the formation of 
DC/T cell clusters and subsequent induction of PNAd+ vessels may 
be regulated differently in distinct tissues.

Our results also indicate an important role for LTβR in the develop-
ment of PNAd+ vessels in nonlymphoid tissue. LTβR has a direct role 
in the maintenance of HEVs in the lymph nodes (19). While the LTβR-
IgG dosing interval used in our study was not sufficient to disrupt 
PNAd expression in the lymph nodes, it prevented de novo formation 
of PNAd+ vessels in the thyroid. LTβR is expressed by both DCs and 
endothelial cells within lymph nodes (58, 59). Expression of LTβR by 
thyroid endothelial cells could mediate expression of PNAd. As LTβR 
is also involved in the regulation of DC homeostasis (59), we cannot 
rule out that LTβR signaling at the level of DCs can also contribute to 
the development of PNAd+ vessels. Which LTβR ligand mediates the 
induction of PNAd expression in the thyroid? To date, 2 ligands have 
been identified for LTβR: LTα1β2 and LIGHT (reviewed in ref. 60). 
Residual flat PNAd+ vessels that lack the expression of HEC-6ST are 
present within thyroids of LTα-deficient TGCCL21 mice, which lack 
both LTα3 homotrimer and LTα1β2 heterotrimer (24), suggesting an 
important role of LTα1β2 for the maturation of HEVs. However, the 
interruption of LTβR signaling had a more pronounced effect, thus 
raising the possibility that LIGHT or another LTβR ligand not yet 
identified may contribute to the development of HEVs in the thyroid. 
The model described here can be used to answer this question and to 
study other aspects of HEV development in nonlymphoid tissue.

Although our chemokine-based model for the lymphocytic infil-
tration of the thyroid does not fully mimic human autoimmune 
thyroiditis, it does recapitulate the formation of organized lymphoid 
structures in the thyroid, which is the main histopathological feature 
in Hashimoto thyroiditis (61). Intriguingly, the importance of these 
structures for disease progression is still not understood. Lymphoid 
structures are frequently found in the thyroids of clinically asymptom-
atic middle-aged women and in the pancreas of NOD mice prior to 
the development of diabetes (reviewed in ref. 62), which suggests that 
they may actually play a role at an early stage of pathogenesis. Intrigu-
ingly, the formation of such lymphoid structures is favored during 

lymphopenic conditions. Our findings suggest that overexpression of 
chemokines (such as CCL21) due to viral or bacterial insults in non-
lymphoid tissues (63–65) during lymphopenic conditions may initiate 
the formation of tertiary lymphoid tissue. Many reports link lympho-
penia and autoimmune diseases, and lymphopenia is considered to 
be a factor contributing to autoimmunity induced by viral infections 
(reviewed in ref. 66). We observed that influx of CD3+CD4+ T cells 
in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice coincided with the proliferation 
of these cells. We believe that the T cell proliferation observed in the 
thyroid is a function of homeostatic proliferation of T cells in a lym-
phopenic mouse, as we introduced lymphocytes into RAG-deficient 
mice. In agreement with this is the finding that, in fully developed 
lymphoid structures in thyroids of TGCCL21 mice, the proliferation 
rate of T cells decreases (Supplemental Figure 4), suggesting that once 
the lymphoid organ is formed, homeostatic mechanisms are activated 
to limit its size. Although we cannot fully exclude the possibility that 
proliferation of T cells in thyroids of RAGTGCCL21 mice involves 
additional antigenic stimulation, we do not have evidence to support 
such a hypothesis at present.

The models described here should contribute to a better under-
standing of the role of tertiary lymphoid structures in pathogene-
sis. Our findings suggest that formation of such structures may be 
promoted by expression of CCL21 and recruitment of CD3+CD4+ 
T cells. The presence of this T cell subset in the thyroid may be the 
nucleating event for development of the tertiary lymphoid struc-
tures that characterize this disease.

Methods
Mice. Mice expressing CCL21 under control of thyroglobulin promoter 
(TGCCL21) (24) were crossed to RAG2–/– mice (The Jackson Laboratory) to 
obtain a progeny that specifically expresses CCL21 in the thyroid and lacks 
T and B cells (RAGTGCCL21 mice). Genotyping of the TGCCL21-transgen-
ic mice was conducted by PCR analysis as previously described (24). Mice 
with homozygous mutation of RAG2 gene were identified by flow cytometry 
using anti-CD3 and anti-B220 antibodies (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen).

Transgenic mice expressing GFP (29) were backcrossed over 10 generations 
into the C57BL/6 background. Transgenic GFP mice were identified using 
a UV lamp. Mice obtained by crossing of GFP-transgenic mice with CCR7-
deficient mice, described by Lipp and colleagues (30), are referred to as GFP/
CCR7–/– mice. RAGTGCCL21 mice null for CCR7 are referred to as RAGT-
GCCL21/CCR7–/– mice. Mice conditionally expressing Flt3 ligand under a 
tetracycline-sensitive promoter have been previously described (31). Geno-
typing of the Id2–/– mice was performed by PCR using the following primers: 
5′-CCTGGTGAAATGGCTGATAACAAAAGTC-3′; 5′-CTGAATTCCCTTCT-
GAGCTTATGTCG-3′; and 5′-CGCTCCCGATTCGCAGCGCATCGC-3′. Id2-
deficient mice were crossed to TGCCL21 mice to obtain TGCCL21/Id2–/–  
mice. LTα-deficient mice were previously described (67). These mice were 
crossed with TGCCL21 mice to obtain TGCCL21/LTα–/– mice.

All mice used for experiments were backcrossed at least 5 times into the 
C57BL/6 background. All mice were housed under specific pathogen–free 
conditions in individually ventilated cages at the Mount Sinai School 
of Medicine Animal Facility. All experiments were performed following 
institutional guidelines. Animal care and use of animals for experiments 
described in this study were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 
Use Committee of Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

Cell purification and transfer. Single-cell suspensions were prepared by 
passing spleen tissue through a nylon mesh. Splenocytes (1 × 107) were 
resuspended in 100 μl of PBS and injected into the retroorbital sinus. For 
the transfers of T and B cells, splenic single-cell suspensions were labeled 
using directly conjugated antibodies and sorted using a MoFlo High-Per-
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formance Cell Sorter (Dako) according to standard protocols. Antibod-
ies used were CD4 (RM4-5), CD3e (145-2C11), B220 (RA3-6B2), and CD8 
(53–6.7) (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen). DC cells were sorted from the 
bone marrow of GFP+Flt3L+ mice treated with 3,000 ppm of doxycycline in 
the food for 7 days to increase the number of DCs. DCs were sorted using 
anti-CD11c (HL3) Abs (BD Biosciences — Pharmingen). The purity of the 
sorted populations was greater than 98%. To determine viability, samples 
were subsequently incubated with 20 μl of 5 μg/ml propidium iodide (Cal-
biochem) and analyzed using a FACSCanto flow cytometer (BD Bioscienc-
es — Pharmingen). For transfers, 1 × 106 purified cells were resuspended in 
100 μl of PBS and injected into the retroorbital sinus. Mice were sacrificed 
at indicated time points, and thyroids and lymph nodes were removed and 
analyzed by immunohistochemistry.

Histology. Tissue samples were embedded in OCT buffer (Sakura) and 
snap frozen in 2-methylbutane (Merck) chilled in dry ice. Cryostat sections 
(8 μm) were fixed in acetone, blocked, and incubated with primary Abs in 
a humidified atmosphere for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing, 
conjugated secondary Abs were added and then incubated for 35 minutes. 
The slides were then washed and mounted with Fluoromount-G (South-
ernBiotech). To preserve GFP signal, tissues from adaptively transferred 
animals were fixed in 1.6% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sci-
ence) containing 20% sucrose for 20 hours at 4°C. Analysis was performed 
using a Nikon fluorescence microscope. In some instances, images were 
overlayed and processed using Adobe Photoshop version 7.0. To improve 
visualization, we changed the original color obtained with Cy3 and Alexa 
Fluor 594 to blue (Figures 1, 4, and 6).

Primary antibodies used were specific for CD11c (HL3), CD3 (145-2C11), 
CD4 (L3T4), CD19 (1D3), CD45R/B220 (RA3-6B2), PNAd (MECA79), 
CD106 (VCAM-1) and CD54 (ICAM-1), CD35 (8C12) from BD Bioscienc-
es — Pharmingen, ER-TR7 from BMA Biomedicals, CXCL9 and CXCL16 
from R&D Systems, and Ki67 from Novocastra. HEC-6ST antibody was 
previously described (39). Secondary antibodies used were Alexa Fluor 594 
(emission wavelength 617 nm, red), goat anti-rat IgM, and goat anti-rat 
IgG; Alexa Fluor 488 (emission wavelength 519 nm, green), goat anti-rat 
IgG, and goat anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen); Cy3 (emission wavelength  
570 nm, yellow), goat anti–Armenian hamster; and Cy5 (emission wave-
length 670 nm, red), goat anti–Armenian hamster, and goat anti-rat (Jack-
son ImmunoResearch Laboratories Inc.).

Analysis of mRNA expression. Total RNA from thyroids was extracted using 
the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Reverse transcription was performed using 2 μg of total RNA. Quan-
titative PCR was conducted in duplicates using 25 ng of reverse-transcribed 
cDNA and 0.4 μM of each primer in a 30-μl final reaction volume contain-
ing 1X SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). PCR cycling 
conditions were as follows: 50°C for 2 minutes; 95°C for 10 minutes and 

40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds; and 60°C for 1 minute. Relative expres-
sion levels were calculated as 2threshold cycle [Ct] ubiquitin – Ct gene (for details see ABI 
PRISM 7700 Sequence Detection System, User Bulletin #2; http://hcgs.
unh.edu/protocol/realtime/UserBulletin2.pdf) using Ubiquitin RNA as 
endogenous control. We used 2-tailed Student’s t test to evaluate statis-
tically significant differences in expression levels of specific chemokines. 
Primers were designed using Primer Express 2.0 software (Applied Biosys-
tems). Primer sequences used are as follows: CCL2, forward GCTGGAG-
CATCCACGTGTT, reverse, ATCTTGCTGGTGAATGAGTAGCA; CCL5, 
forward, GCAAGTGCTCCAATCTTGCA, reverse, CTTCTCTGGGTTG-
GCACACA; CCL8, forward, GCTACGAGAGAATCAACAATATCCAGT, 
reverse, CAGAGAGACATACCCTGCTTGGT; CXCL9, forward, TGCAC-
GATGCTCCTGCA, reverse, AGGTCTTTGAGGGATTTGTAGTGG; 
CXCL10, forward, GACGGTCCGCTGCAACTG, reverse, GCTTCCCTAT-
GGCCCTCATT; CXCL11, forward, CGGGATGAAAGCCGTCAA, reverse, 
AACTTTGTCGCAGCCGTTACTC; CXCL12, forward, GCTCCTCGACA-
GATGCCTTG, reverse, GACCCTGGCACTGAACTGGA; CXCL13, forward, 
CATAGATCGGATTCAAGTTACGCC, reverse, TCTTGGTCCAGATCA-
CAACTTCA; CXCL16, forward, AGCACACCAGCTTGGGTACC, reverse, 
CATGGCTGCAGTGAGGAAGA.

LTβR blockade. RAGTGCCL21 mice were treated with multiple doses 
of LTβR-IgG fusion protein (50 μg i.v.) as described (36, 37, 68). Treat-
ment was done 1, 3, 5, and 7 days after transfer of GFP+CD4+ cells. Control 
mice received IgG only. On day 10, mice were sacrificed, and thyroids were 
removed and processed for immunofluorescence as described above.

Statistics. To evaluate statistical differences, we used unpaired 2-tailed Stu-
dent’s t tests. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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